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Edge localized modes (ELMs) in high confinement mode usually produces high transient 

heat loads on plasma facing components (PFCs). It could exceed the tolerable material limits. 

Thus, it is crucial to mitigate the ELMs for protecting PFCs in burning plasma devices.  

In the HL-2A tokamak, experiments devoted to control ELMs have been performed 

extensively using various techniques, including resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP), lower 

hybrid current driven (LHCD), metal impurity seeding by laser-blow off (LBO) and mixture 

impurity gas seeding by supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBI) [1]. Large ELMs are 

mitigated by n=1 RMP coils. MARS-F simulation suggests that edge-peeling response is the 

main reason leading to the ELM mitigation. Specifically, it has been found that the mitigation 

by LHCD is strongly desynchronized with the pulse but synchronized with the enhancement of 

pedestal turbulence, which is directly associated with the reduction of pedestal E × B velocity 

shear. This velocity shear modifies the turbulence radial wavenumber [2]. Regarding to 

impurity seeding, metal impurities have been seeded by a newly developed laser LBO system 

[3]. It has been found that thresholds of impurity density for both mitigation and suppression 

exist due to the contrary effects of impurity seeding on the pedestal turbulence. In addition, a 

newly developed SMBI system with mixture impurity gas has been recently used in HL-2A. 

One species of impurity gas is mixed with the main ion fuelling gas by different ratios. It has 

been observed that the ELM behavior and plasma confinement are very sensitive to the ratio 

[4], suggesting that the impurity mixture gas plays a role in changing the pedestal dynamics and 

there should be an optimal ratio for efficient heat load control in ELMy H-mode plasmas. 

To understand the mechanism of ELM mitigation, a theoretical turbulent heat transport 

model, based on the regulation of the turbulence amplitude by its radial wavenumber spectral 

shift caused by external velocity shear, has been developed [2]. Good agreement has been found 

between ELM mitigation experiments with LHCD and fuelling SMBI and theoretical modeling 

results for the regulation of the turbulence intensity. Detailed physical understanding from the 

comparison between experiments and theoretic simulations will be presented.  
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